
Visual Informational Identity 
Program for Corona Virus 

Brief
Create a strong Identity through Visual representation 
of the Corona Virus reflecting its personality as a 
harmful virus.



Key Considerations

Should support information representation.

Should be informational, not promotional.

Can communicate information visually from a distance.

Should be used in different applications, surfaces and 
environments.

Should transcend boundaries of language, culture, and literacy.

Should communicate information at a glance and not involve 
too much cognitive effort.

Should be scalable.

Key Usage                           Spaces                          Status



Representation of Covid19 Identity

Key Usage                           Spaces                          Status
Contained

Moderate

Severe

Residential Areas

Containment zones

Hospitals and clinics

Office complexes, tech parks 
and industrial zones

Public spaces like metro, 
railway stations, malls etc.

As a caution symbol

Information Visualisation

Applicable across print & digital media 

A medium of awareness & action 

As a dynamic/fluid identity



Representation of Covid19 Identity Form Explorations
The most easily identifiable visual for coronavirus, across 
cultures is the virus itself. Hence, explorations were done 
along those lines.

1. Highly reminiscent of a splash.
2. Too casual to be used by formal bodies.
3. Not fit for use in smaller sizes.

1. The rounded caps make the visual look 
    harmless and child-like.

1. The ‘hands’ of the virus are too big 
    compared to the body and therefore 
    looks odd.

1. The  rounded caps make the virus look 
     approachable.
2. Not fit for smaller sizes.

Chosen visual



SEVEREMODERATECONTAINED

Direction 1

सीिमत �ाितबंिधतिनिहत

Inspired by a meter, this identity would convey the level of severity of an area using 
a chart-like visual. The colour would differ from one zone to another (green, orange
and red zones). 

Cons: It would need text to help communicate as the form is not very familiar. The 
moment usage of text becomes necessary, literacy becomes an important pre-
requisite for users. Also, the form was not recognisable by people as ‘Corona Virus’. 



The form is instantly recognizable by the general public irrespective of literacy level and 
incorporating a signage for quarantine centres and hospitals make it more functional.

Cons: One gets confused whether to focus on the positive space or the nagative space 
while reading visual information and also how one is expected to act in a given situation. 
Its applications would also be very limited.

Direction 2



Chosen Direction
The identity is simple and easily identifiable by 
people across cultures, regions and literacy levels.

It can be replicated across media and be used as 
symbol of reliability and when necessary, caution 
and action.

It is highly scalable and functional.

Use of colour communicates the varying 
degrees of severity.

Use of written language is not necessary.  

Can be used with glow in dark materials as 
well in underlit areas, indoors/outdoors.



Typography 
Noto Sans 
Noto sans is a typeface that is available in multiple 
languages and therefore suitable for an identity which 
can be used across countries and cultures.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOP
QRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrst
uvwxyz

क ख ग घ ङ च छ ज झ ञ ट 
ठ ड ढ ण त थ द ध न ऩ प फ 
ब भ म य र ल ळ व श ष स ह

АБВГДЕЖЗИЙКЛМНО
ПРСТУФХЦЧШЩ



Main 
Identity
The identity represents the 
personality of coronavirus with 
functionality at its core. It aims to 
guide people towards action in any 
given scenario. 

The central identity can be used with 
public announcements via print and 
digital media. It can also be used on 
the protective garments and 
Identity cards of healthcare workers.

Use of identity at 
quaratine centers
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The identity can alternatively, be used 
to communicate ‘safety’ of certain 
zones (green zones).
 
It can also be used as a sticker that 
can be used on parcels, especially 
food, while being delivered to 
residential areas so that the receiver 
feels reassured.
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Apart from indicating an ‘Orange 
Zone’ it can also be used as a stamp 
when travellers return from overseas, 
to ensure that they are ‘home 
quarantined’. 

It can also be used on wristbands 
while releasing patients from hospitals 
so as to ensure that they continue 
quarantine at home.

Quarantined till:
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RESTRICTED ZONE DO NOT ENTER RESTRICTED ZONE DO NOT ENTER

SEALED SEALED SEALED SEALED SEALED SEALED SEALED

It can be further used to indicate a 
‘Red Zone’ which has also been sealed 
completely. The identity can further 
be expanded for use on materials 
required while sealing a hotspot such 
as caution tape, or for that matter, 
even to mark households that are 
affected in Orange and Red zones.


